
The Queens
Club

At Sharp Nail, we believe in rewarding our loyal customers who turn to us for their
beauty needs. That's why we've curated a Loyalty Club Membership that outshines
any other. With magnificent benefits tailored just for you, this program is your
gateway to exclusive perks and boundless beauty possibilities.

Welcome to The Queen's Club at Sharp Nail!

Rapid Rewards: Visit us just 5 times, and indulge in a nail treatment reward on
us. That's right, after your fifth visit, a luxe nail service worth R250 is yours to
claim.

Here's why you should join The Queen's Club:

Rewarding Loyalty Like No Other

Your Beauty, Our Treat: Imagine enjoying premium nail care without reaching
for your wallet. Your membership entitles you to a complimentary nail
treatment as soon as you hit your 5-visit milestone.

Complimentary Indulgence

Simple | Sophisticated | Special

VISIT SHARP NAIL ONLINE

http://www.sharpnail.online/
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Power of Referrals: Accelerate your rewards significantly when your friends or
family claim services with your Queen's Club code. Each of their visits is a step
closer to your next reward, potentially reducing your own visits to fewer than
five!

Share the Beauty, Fast Track Your Rewards

Refer More, Earn More: There's no cap to the rewards you can earn. The more
you share Sharp Nails with those you care about, the more unlimited rewards
flow into your beauty bounty.

Unlimited Beauty Circle Benefits

Track Your Triumphs: Stay updated on your loyalty club progress with online
tracking. Know exactly when your next free treatment is due, and plan your
beauty schedule with precision.

Exclusivity at Your Fingertips

Simple. Sophisticated. Special. That's The Queen's Club.

Joining The Queen's Club means more than just enjoying high-quality beauty
services; it's about being part of a community that values elegance and
rewards dedication.

Ready to ascend to royalty? Step into any Sharp Nail bar for your immediate
membership or visit our website to join digitally.

Our loyalty program isn't just unique—it's a statement. Sharp Nails is committed
to giving you beauty, benefits, and beyond.

#SharpStyleRewards #QueensClub
#SharpNailBeauty #LoyaltyLuxury
#Queensofthestreets

VISIT SHARP NAIL ONLINE

Simple | Sophisticated | Special

http://www.sharpnail.online/
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Rewards can be redeemed for a wide range of beauty services, but limited to a
maximum value of R250.

If you spend less than R250 on your claim day, you will forfeit the balance and it
will not accumulate for the next claim day.

Should your referral visit Sharp Nail but not produce your own unique code, you
will not receive any rewards points. 

You can have more than one referral using your code. However no one referral
can use your code more than once

Your reward amount can not be transferred or converted into cash.

The Queen's Club rewards are only limited to Sharp Nail services and not
products.

Membership terms and conditions: 


